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OPENING SHOT
Laszlo Vizin and co-driver Zsiros Gabor in action in their 
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO IX in the FIA ERC’s Barum Czech Rally 
Zlin.
Picture: ERC Media
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Björn Waldegard passed away last Friday at age 70 after a 
short battle with cancer. The 1979 World Rally Champion 
recorded 16 WRC event wins with Lancia, Ford and Toyota, 
and also enjoyed great success with Porsche in non-WRC 
events.
 WRC.com and FIA posted a fi tting tribute to the 
inaugural Champion. FIA president Jean Todt, who competed 
against Waldegard, wrote on the FIA website: “Björn was 
a really admired and strong competitor, loyal and straight-
forward. He was a rally legend who has left us so quickly and 
our sport has lost a big hero.”
 Fellow competitor and M-Sport director Malcolm 
Wilson spoke to WRC.com: “I fi rst met Björn when I did ice 
notes for him on the 1979 Monte Carlo and we became good 
friends from there on. Later I worked with him at the Safari 
and Ivory Coast rallies where I drove his chase car. He was 
one of the best guys in the Escort, and I learned a lot from 
him. Björn was a gentle giant, totally unfl appable, and even 
in those days he was known as the iceman. He was he perfect 
gentleman, and when you saw him you never thought he had 
the aggression or the determination to get the success he had. 

But once he got behind the wheel it didn’t matter what the car 
was, or how it was handling. He had this incredible ability to 
adapt to any type of car. He was one of the all time greats who 
could cope with anything that was thrown at him.” 
 Extraordinary WRC information and knowledge 
source, Volkswagen Motorsport’s Jari-Matti Latvala said to 
WRC.com: “I remember Björn most for his great career in the 
Escorts and then later with Toyota in the Eighties. I have been 
watching old videos and he was a great driver. My impression 
is that he was very dependable, not so many accidents, good 
concentration and consistency. I remember the way he was 
driving the Escorts was quite amazing – the same way as 
Hannu Mikkola and Ari Vatanen. What I fi nd inspiring is that 
he was 46 when he won the 1990 Safari – which just shows 
that even if you are old if you are fi t and with good experience 
you are still capable of winning rallies.”
 Jean-Pierre Nicolas, the ERC Sporting Manager and 
a former rival of Waldegard, paid an extended tribute on 
FIAERC.com: “He was not just a fast driver but he was one of 
the best drivers, one of the fi ve best in the world at his time 
with people like Röhrl, Mikkola and Munari. He was a very 
calm person, never any problem with anybody. He was always 
a fair guy, very straight. We can always say a lot of good 
things when one guy has died, but I cannot imagine anybody 

to have one problem with Björn, it’s impossible. I remember 
him in 1970 when he won Monte Carlo with the Porsche and 
I fi nished third with the small Alpine 1300. In France we say 
he is a Monsieur with a big M and this means he is a big man 
for everything. I really admired that he drove for so long and 
did Rallye du Maroc four years ago with my car. He was so 
passionate about rally and I think in his mind he must have 
needed to drive. The rally atmosphere was his life. One of his 
big qualities was that he was very good everywhere. Sure 
on snow because it was his favourite surface but on gravel 
and also in Africa, especially in Kenya, he was one of the top 
drivers and it was always a big motivation to all the other 
drivers when he was doing the same rally as you.”
 Waldegard’s fi rst WRC victory was the 1975 Swedish 
Rally and his last WRC win in 1990’s Safari Rally. But, his 
speed never waned: in 2011 he stormed to a popular and 
well-deserved victory in the East African Safari Classic Rally 
in a Tuthill Porsche 911 - similar to what he contested in the 
1970s in the Safari and Ivory Coast rallies. His career spanned 
four decades, with his fi rst rally in 1962. He retired in 1992 
after breaking his arm in a crash in the 1992 Safari Rally. But, 
like all greats, he came back and did so with fantastic success 
in Historic Rally events.
 Rest In Peace, Björn Waldegard.
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Motorsport has always been a showcase for motor 
manufacturers. The biggest and most famous marques’ 
brands are intricately connected to motorsport, and one of 
the most iconic badges has returned to special stage rallying 
in spectacular style.
 Porsche’s most successful sporting history and rally 
campaigns date back to the 1960s and 1970s, and the 911 
was at the heart of this on snow, ice, gravel and asphalt.
 It was due to the 911’s superior traction, performance 
and handling that made it so very potent on the stages, and 
the recently passed Bjorn Waldegard kept a special place in 
his motorsport heart for the Porsche 911.
 The 1979 World Rally Champion famously said: 
“People say to me you must like driving the Ford Escort and of 
course I do, but then I also drove a Lancia Stratos. But then I 
also drove a Porsche, which was a truly special car.”
 Of course, Waldegard never won WRC event with a 
Porsche, but he did claim three wins on his home event, the 
Swedish Rally, between 1968 and 1970. He was also victorious 
on Rallye Monte-Carlo; a feat also achieved by British all-
rounder Vic Elford and Frenchman Jean-Pierre Nicolas.
 Porsche could have dominated rallying into the 1980s, 
but the company began to question the expense of fi elding 

factory teams on events it had already won. Success, as a 
result, became sporadic thereafter although the company’s 
models continue to thrive on historic events. And with RGT 
models now eligible for national and international rallies, 
including the WRC, Porsche could be about to enjoy a rallying 
renaissance.
 The brand-new Porsche 911 RGT built by Tuthill 
Porsche has become the fi rst contemporary Porsche 911 
to fi nish an FIA World Rally Championship (WRC) event in 
28 years, following a brilliant performance on ADAC Rallye 
Deutschland from Richard Tuthill and co-driver Stephane 
Prevot. To the best of our knowledge, you have to go back 
to 1986 to fi nd a contemporary Porsche at the end of a WRC 
event, and that was Saeed Al Hajiri on the Acropolis Rally.
 Tuthill, managing director of Tuthill Porsche, had 
not competed on a WRC event since 2000, but the point of 
his participation was to showcase the latest project from his 
company. Tuthill Porsche has achieved plenty of success in 
historic rallying – including the fi rst-ever victory for a Porsche 
on the Safari Rally courtesy of Waldegard – but is now entering 
a new era with its state-of-the-art 997-model RGT car.
 This new car is built to the latest FIA RGT regulations, 
designed for high-powered sports cars as a thrilling alternative 

to the more conventional rally cars that make up the bulk of 
the entries on most events.
 Tuthill’s purpose-built Porsche is fi tted with an FIA-
mandated 36mm air restrictor to ensure equivalency of 
performance with other rally cars, meaning that power is 
reduced from the car’s original 440 horsepower to around 300 
horsepower. Despite its eye-catching looks and engine note, 
the car’s incredibly easy to drive.
 “It feels fantastic to get to the end of Rallye 
Deutschland: it’s just been the most brilliant experience,” 
said Tuthill. “Over three days and 300km of stages the car 
was faultless; all we did was put fuel in it and change tyres 
occasionally. It looks amazing and sounds amazing, but the 
really incredible thing about it is what a joy it is to drive. 
Despite the power, it’s actually very docile: it works with the 
driver and you very quickly feel at one with it.”
 Not content with this debut outing on asphalt, Tuthill 
Porsche is working on a gravel specifi cation of the 911 RGT, 
which is scheduled to make its fi rst appearance on the Wales 
Rally GB at the end of the World Rally Championship season 
in November.



In chatting with Richard Tuthill about his latest project, we 
bring you this interview...

Q: Why this new direction for what is already an 
extremely successful company?
RT: “It’s something that we’ve wanted to do for a while, just 
because we’ve always been very excited by the new RGT 
regulations, because we believe people will love the idea of 
seeing something different on the stages. And we know from 
over the years that there’s no car more exciting to drive than a 
Porsche, so entering this category was a logical progression.”

Q: How much of a challenge was it to build this car from 
scratch?
RT: “It’s been very interesting actually, because there are 
some areas where you have to think laterally, while there are 
other areas that you’re not really allowed to touch, due to the 
regulations. The most important thing is to start off with a 
good base car, so in that respect it’s like Group N, but there 
are also some solutions we have that are bespoke.”

Q: Is the car we see here now the defi nitive version?
RT: “We’re at a good point with the car, but I wouldn’t say 
that what we see here is the defi nitive version, and next 
we’re working on bringing out the car in gravel specifi cation 
for Rally GB, which will be another different ball game. We’re 
still working on the suspension set up with Exe TC and we also 
need to work on the engine a bit more: at the moment there’s 
a lot of power but we could use some more torque, which is 
the sort of situation you would expect from an engine derived 
from circuit racing.”

Q: What’s it like to drive?
RT: “Great fun, and actually very easy, while still remaining 
challenging. The power and the noise are fantastic and of 
course Porsche handling is legendary. Traction can be a bit 
of an issue, particularly out of some of the uphill hairpins like 
you see on Rallye Deutschland, but equally the engine is at 
the rear, so this helps to gain grip.” 

Q: How much know-how have you been able to gain 
from all your work with classic Porsches?
RT: “Quite a lot, because while our historic cars look old, the 
technology inside them is always very modern, particularly 
when it comes to suspension and damping. The fundamental 
vehicle dynamics are the same too – although of course 
everything happens a lot faster in the RGT car.”

Q: How competitive do you expect the car to be?
RT: “In the end, it’s designed to compete against other RGT 
cars, so you can’t really expect to compare it to the other 
cars on Rallye Deutschland this year. It’s got a similar power 
to weight ratio to the Group N cars but rear-wheel drive, so 
inevitably it’s going to lose some time to them. Basically our 

mission here is to show the car to the best of our abilities and 
give people something to remember.”

Q: How much are you looking forward to driving on 
Rallye Deutschland?
RT: “I’m absolutely thrilled. I’ve not driven on the world 
championship for a long while, so it’s very good to be back – 
especially with this wonderful car and somebody of Stephane’s 
experience alongside me.”

Q: How did the Tuthill Porsche RGT car start off life?
RT: “Originally it was a Carrera Cup racing car, used for one 
make Porsche racing. It has now been made into a rally car, 
using Tuthill’s unparalleled Porsche expertise.”

Q: Is it a straightforward job to convert a racing car to 
a rally car?
RT: “In a word, no. The car needed to be entirely rebuilt to cope 
with the rigours of rallying. The roll cage, for example, was 
removed and replaced with a roll cage specifi cally designed 
for rallying, to the latest 2014 homologation. The engine is 
the same, but now fi tted with an FIA restrictor as mandated 
by the RGT regulations, while fans have been added to the 
radiators to keep the engine cool at low speed. The suspension 
is replaced to suit rallying than racing, with greater travel and 
different spring rates, and a handbrake is fi tted. The car has 
been made road legal, with lights, a horn and so on, and a 
spare wheel well was fi tted too: no easy task when a racing 
car has no spare wheel, and the original road car only uses a 
space saver. A heated windscreen goes in too. An extra seat 
and all the codriver’s equipment was installed, and there were 
also many other jobs that appeared to be straightforward 
but weren’t – such as fi tting a sumpguard and underbody 
protection. This involves re-routing a number of pipes and 
wires that were fi tted directly to the underside of the racing 
car, as a racing car will not normally come into contact with 
the ground. The rally environment is a lot harsher.”

Q: Who has led the car build programme and how many 
people will maintain it?
RT: “Former Prodrive engineer Graham Moore has been in 
charge of the project, using his knowledge of the latest World 
Rally Car concepts. On-event, Graham leads a team of just 
three mechanics.”

Q: How long does it take to build the car?
RT: Building an RGT car of this nature takes Tuthill Porsche 
about two months of solid work. A lot of the initial work has 
been development, and obtaining the necessary permissions 
from the FIA, resulting in the car’s ‘technical passport’, 
allowing it to compete in the RGT class – which will become a 
full championship next year. The technical passport is just as 
complicated as a homologation paper, with around 50 pages 
detailing every aspect of the car and its build.
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Václav Pech and co-driver Petr Uhel won the Barum Czech 
Rally Zlín for the second time following four years of Skoda 
domination on the FIA European Rally Championship (ERC) 
qualifi er.
 Skoda had been unbeaten in Zlín since 2009 with 
its Fabia S2000, but Pech’s success in his Michelin-shod 
MINI John Cooper Works S2000 breaks that long-running 
sequence. But while Skoda’s winning run might be over, 
reigning European champion Jan Kopecký gave the thousands 
of fans who lined the route a glimpse of the company’s ERC 
future by demonstrating a Fabia S2000 equipped with a 1.6-
litre turbocharged engine that will form the basis of Skoda’s 
R5 challenger from next season.
 Pech, who became Czech champion for a seventh 
time by winning Saturday’s leg, claims his fi rst win in the 
ERC since its restructuring in 2004 having lost out to Robert 
Kubica in a fi nal-stage showdown on Austria’s Jännerrallye 
at the start of the season. He also makes it seven different 
winners from eight rounds of this year’s ERC.
 “The competition was really great so we didn’t have 
high hopes for the best positions and we were realistic about 
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our chances of being in the top three,” said Pech. “In the 
beginning we had some engine problems in Slušovice. My 
greatest fear was to get to the service. It was only a small 
repair we needed to do, but we couldn’t do it on the road. 
Thanks to the mishaps of others, we were able to get to 
the top. Even though we had a one-minute advantage we 
didn’t want to make any unnecessary mistakes, so we drove 
carefully to the fi nish.”
 Sepp Wiegand beat Tomáš Kostka to the runner-up 
spot by 0.2 seconds in a thrilling fi nish. Czech driver Kostka 
moved in front of his German rival only on Day Two, but an 
engine problem on his Ford Fiesta R5 for the fi nal two tests 
slowed him down and allowed Wiegand to get back ahead.
 Wiegand was unhappy after being unintentionally 
delayed behind Robert Consani’s slowing Peugeot 207 S2000 
in the fi nal loop of stages, but his second-place fi nish means 
he closes the gap to Skoda team-mate Esapekka Lappi in the 
race to become European champion. Lappi, who crashed out 
on Saturday, restarted on leg two and won three stages to 
land fi ve bonus points for completing the fi nal leg in third 
place. After eight rounds, Lappi’s advantage over Wiegand 
stands at 19 points.
 Jaroslav Orsák, the leading Pirelli-shod driver, just 

did enough to keep fellow Czech Jaromír Tarabus at bay in the 
battle for what became fourth place when they both moved 
ahead of Kajetan Kajetanowicz on the fi nal stage. Tarabus 
was fastest on two stages and won the leg as he battled 
back from his delay when he went off the road on SS7 on 
Day One, which cost him a shot at victory. His determination 
was rewarded with the Colin McRae ERC Flat Out Trophy. 
Kajetanowicz, meanwhile, achieved his aim of a points fi nish 
on his fi rst start in the ERC since SATA Rallye Açores in May in 
his LOTOS Rally Team Fiesta.
 Ott Tänak, who won auto24 Rally Estonia last month, 
fi nished seventh after power issues slowed his Fiesta. Martin 
Vlček took eighth with ERC stalwart Antonín Tlusťák ninth and 
Bruno Magalhães completing the top ten after he battled set-
up and gearshift issues on his all-new Peugeot 208T16.
 Robert Consani was in the top ten when a mechanical 
problem forced his exit on the penultimate stage. Robert 
Barrable, who restarted on Leg Two, dropped out on before 
the fi nal looop of stages with reported suspension issues. 
Peugeot Rally Academy team-mates Kevin Abbring and Craig 
Breen both hit trouble on SS4 and neither was able to return 
to the action on the fi nal day of competition.
 Czech Martin Březik’s bid to win the ERC Production 
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Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) V. Pech/P. Uhel 
      MINI John Cooper Works S2000 - 02h 16m 28.7s
02) S. Wiegand/F. Christian
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 51.5s
03) T. Kostka/M. Houšť 
      Ford Fiesta R5 + 51.7s
04) J. Orsák/D. Šmeidler
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 12.8s
05) J. Tarabus/D. Trunkát
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 13.6s
06) K. Kajetanowicz/J. Baran 
      Ford Fiesta R5 + 01m 14.4s
07) O. Tänak/R. Mölder 
      Ford Fiesta R5 + 02m 41.5s
08) M. Vlček/R. Lasevič
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 05m 30.2s
09) A. Tlusťák/L. Kučera
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 06m 05.8s
10) B. Magalhães/C. Magalhães 
      Peugeot 208T16 + 07m 07.3s

Car Cup looked to be over when a driveshaft failure on his 
Mitsubishi Lancer dropped him behind András Hadik. However, 
when the gearbox in the Hungarian’s Subaru Impreza broke 
prior to the start of the fi nal stage, Březik took the victory. 
Polish driver Sebastian Frycz fi nished second with Martin 
Hudec overcoming a dislocated collarbone to fi nish third and 
move into the championship lead after Vitaliy Pushkar retired 
on the fi nal morning with a mechanical failure.
 Adam Kobliha claimed another home win by taking 
the ERC 2WD Championship laurels in his Renault Clio R3. He 
moved in front of Egon Smékal on Saturday’s opening stage 
and was never headed thereafter. Top ERC Junior Stéphane 
Lefebvre fi nished third with category rivals Marijan Griebel 
and Aleks Zawada next up. Lefebvre’s result puts him ahead 
of Honda’s defending champion Zoltán Bessenyey in the 
championship standings after the Hungarian was forced to 
miss the event after injuring ankle ligaments while training for 
the rally.
 Stéphane Lefebvre fought back from a SS9 puncture 
and gearbox woes to claim his third win in the inaugural ERC 
Junior Championship and extend his title lead. The Frenchman 
started the fi nal day’s six stages 22.8 seconds behind Andrea 
Crugnola, but moved ahead when the Italian went off early 

on Sunday’s fi rst test and lost more than a minute. Lefebvre 
had problems of his own when his Peugeot 208 R2’s gearbox 
started to malfunction, which required a replacement unit to 
be fi tted in penultimate service. Marijan Griebel (OPEL Adam 
R2) and Aleks Zawada (208 R2) claimed their maiden ERC 
Junior podiums in second and third respectively with Crugnola 
fourth, Gino Bux fi fth and erstwhile championship pacesetter 
Jan Černý a disconsolate sixth following several delays. Fabio 
Andolfi  took seventh following an off-road moment in Pindula, 
Alex Parpottas was eighth after exhaust issues on Sunday 
morning, Chris Ingram fi nished ninth with Tomáš Pospíšilík 
scoring his fi rst ERC Junior fi nish in tenth.
 The FIA ERC competitors next tackle the Cyprus Rally 
on 19 - 21 September 2014.
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CLOSING SHOT
Kevin Abbring and his Peugeot 208T16 have most certainly 
made a splash in rallying in 2014.
Picture: ERC Media.
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